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The Association held its third summer meeting by invitation of Dartmouth College at Hanover, N. H., on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, September 5-7, 1918, in conjunction with and following the summer meeting of the American Mathematical Society. Seventy-one persons attended the sessions.

The increase in railroad rates had its very evident effect in the somewhat reduced attendance as compared with the preceding summer; there were present nevertheless as members from greater distances — three each from Canada and Ohio, and one each from Iowa, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Texas.

Professor Kennedy showed by clear and excellent charts how he meets the difficulties of the students as they begin the study of descriptive geometry. He uses a set of large scale diagrams carefully drawn on heavy board in various colors, blue print and problem sheets 8” by 10½” issued to the pupils, as well as tests on sheets of the same or double size, such tests of varying length being used once a week to secure concentration of effort and a rating of the student’s work.

Excerpted from “Third Summer Meeting of the Mathematical Association of America” 25 (1918) 375-383.